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A boater begins the last leg of the Texas Water Safari earlier this year. This area is part of the 

GBRA saltwater barrier. Frank Tilley for The Victoria Advocate 

In the words of Mark Twain, whisky is for drinking and water is for fighting over. And, 

Houston-based attorney Jim Blackburn is again reminding officials that, under the Endangered 

Species Act, wildlife, too, have a role in the fight. 

Blackburn is raising concerns about the lack of freshwater reaching San Antonio Bay from the 

San Antonio and Guadalupe rivers. In a previous lawsuit against the state environmental agency, 

Blackburn attempted to prove that the agency suffocated the endangered whooping cranes' 

habitat by allowing too much freshwater to be taken out of the rivers. 

A U.S. District Court judge found the state culpable in the deaths of 23 whooping cranes. But an 

appellate court overturned that ruling. 

"What we are looking for is ways of making sure that flows get to San Antonio Bay that are 

supposed to get to San Antonio Bay," Blackburn said. "This is a serious issue that could spell 

major problems for the future of whoopers and the Kemp's ridleys during drought conditions." 

As president of the Matagorda Bay Foundation, Blackburn is questioning whether the Guadalupe 

River saltwater barrier is allowing enough freshwater into the bay to maintain a food source for 

whooping cranes and the endangered Kemp's ridley sea turtle. 
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The Matagorda Bay Foundation sent a letter to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers late last week, 

asking for a formal review of the inflatable barrier under the Endangered Species Act. 

The nonprofit foundation argues that blue crab are part of sea turtle and whooping crane diets 

and that the crabs need freshwater to successfully develop. 

The official counsel for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has not yet received the letter, said 

Galveston District spokeswoman Sandra Arnold. 

According to the Guadalupe-Blanco River Authority, the purpose of the saltwater barrier is to 

prevent saltwater from coming upstream during times of drought. But the The Matagorda Bay 

Foundation's letter indicates the barrier also prevents freshwater from making its way into the 

bay. 

The river authority has received a copy of the letter and is "considering its options," said GBRA's 

general manager Bill West Jr. 

"This is another ongoing attack to undermine GBRA water rights and operations," he said. 

"GBRA will defend its water rights as it has done in the past with whatever effort necessary." 

But Blackburn maintains that when the saltwater barrier was permitted by the Corps of Engineers 

in 1964, the impact to whooping cranes was not considered. The Endangered Species Act wasn't 

passed until 1973. 

A lack of measuring devices near the bay has made it difficult to determine how much freshwater 

is allowed past the saltwater barrier, which is about 10 miles from the bay, Blackburn said. 

"The freshwater inflow is critical to the ecological health of the bay. It's critical for whooping 

cranes. It's critical for fishing. It's critical for birds and any kind of living thing that uses the 

estuary system," he said. "A healthy bay also means a healthy economy for coastal towns. If we 

ensure these freshwater inflows, we will heal the major illness of the Texas Coast." 
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